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good morning ladies and gentlemen                                               
welcome to ask a theologian on Tuesday                                          
and we are on a scheduled late start                                            
house that only today we begin at 10:30                                         
ish a.m. mountain time due to a conflict                                        
in the schedule I had and I am just                                             
delighted to be with you ready to take                                          
your biblical theological and worldview                                         
questions and we will do that right now                                         
starting with Scotts question comes in                                          
from Texas and the question is I've                                             
never really understood the oft-repeated                                        
admonishment that one must have a                                               
relationship with Jesus just always                                             
puzzled me worship Him of course learn                                          
about him through his word of course but                                        
I've never seen him as my buddy or                                              
personal friend isn't this saying or                                            
this directive a charismatic idea you                                           
sound like such a stick-in-the-mud Scott                                        
what's up with you you a no relationship                                        
with Jesus                                                                      
well actually what you're doing is                                              
thinking biblically as far as I know                                            
there really is no reference in the                                             
Bible to a relationship with Jesus if                                           
you want to use that that that's a term                                         
in the broadest sense then I suppose so                                         
but that's not really a broad sense you                                         
know it's a charismatic or mystical and                                         
those two things go together idea much                                          
like you know I come to The Garden alone                                        
and while the dew is still on the roses                                         
and he walks with me and he talks with                                          
me and he tells me I am his own there's                                         
that kind of experience excuse me that                                          
we feel with a person that we're not                                            
actually with that we've got something                                          
of a relationship with them so for                                              
example I have a way across the table                                           
here a little book that happens to be                                           
our special this week and that's Kipling                                        
Rudyard Kipling and I have a                                                    
relationship with Kipling I've never met                                        
Kipling I don't know if I'll ever meet                                          
him                                                                             
at all but have not met him and yet I've                                        
read enough of his works that I would                                           
talk about okay you know I know him and                                         
and there's a there's a sense or a feel                                         
in which I have a relationship with him                                         
but but I would never say I have a                                              
relationship with Kidd Kipling that                                             
would be just kind of weird wouldn't it                                         
but somehow this did come into Christian                                        
terminology where we use these rather                                           
mystical type of of words or pictures                                           



rather than speaking biblically I think                                         
this is a huge problem of the Christian                                         
Church is that it wants to use mystical                                         
phrases rather than biblical phrases and                                        
in the end there are people like Scott                                          
who are gonna say what do you mean a                                            
relationship and Scott doesn't have a                                           
problem if you say I worship Jesus I                                            
learn about Jesus I maybe even follow                                           
Jesus of course rightly dividing we                                             
would want to interpret that correctly                                          
but a relationship with Jesus not in the                                        
sense that I have a relationship with my                                        
wife and a relationship with Corey and                                          
Nathan who are in the room with me and                                          
you know relationship with people in my                                         
church don't have that kind of                                                  
relationship it's a it's a very                                                 
different usage of the word I think                                             
you're onto something core excuse me                                            
Scott here that we probably ought to                                            
hone that down and that use some                                                
language that is biblical now at the                                            
same time I do understand that sometimes                                        
we refer to something using a phrase                                            
that sometimes in the in the in the                                             
scriptures I'll talk about Hebrew isms                                          
using a phrase that has become an                                               
English idiom and or a Christian idiom                                          
if you will that I know what you mean I                                         
know what you're trying to say but I I                                          
agree with you that really we we receive                                        
the offer that God has given through                                            
Jesus Christ                                                                    
Jesus Christ is our Savior                                                      
we we are blessed to be able to have the                                        
presence of God through the Holy Spirit                                         
but if you got good Trinitarian theology                                        
that's God the Holy Spirit not God the                                          
Son so I think there are some some                                              
issues some problems with all of that I                                         
think I would be careful I don't know                                           
that I would feel the need necessarily                                          
to stop someone when they talk about                                            
have a relationship with Jesus Christ                                           
probably for me I would say I know what                                         
they mean I'm gonna call it something                                           
else and sometimes even in the                                                  
conversation a very conversation rather                                         
than then outright telling them I'm                                             
going to call it something else and I                                           
don't think you should call it that I'm                                         
just going to start calling it something                                        
else now there is one area of difference                                        
if it's somebody I have a relationship                                          
with and we happen to be sitting at                                             
lunch having a green chili cheeseburger                                         
then I probably there would say what do                                         
you mean have a relationship with                                               
because I have a relationship with that                                         
person and I can do that kind of that                                           
kind of work now this charismatic ideas                                         



what you have referred to it as I think                                         
that is very accurate I think that                                              
charismatic or mystical again those                                             
things go together and I think that                                             
those have come in to the church in just                                        
very strong ways over and over and over                                         
again in in the church we probably could                                        
make a list of them and just do an                                              
entire program off of them you know                                             
let's just pray for God to manifest                                             
himself today in our worship service                                            
well that's very much a charismatic term                                        
on a non Wingull it's let's seek a word                                         
from God that is used in a charismatic                                          
sense and over and over though the                                              
charismatic movement this is changing in                                        
the last number of years the charismatic                                        
movement has been very much a minority                                          
of the Christian faith in the United                                            
States anyway for all of time                                                   
we have inadvertently adopted a lot of                                          
that stuff and I think the the invention                                        
of the quiet time is one of the things                                          
that has done this and every evangelical                                        
thought about having a quiet time and                                           
that in and of itself is an idea of go                                          
in and have a relationship sit and talk                                         
and listen have a cup of coffee together                                        
and have a have a communion with one                                            
another and that has opened up this idea                                        
of having a relationship with so in its                                         
very broadest sense which is not like we                                        
use it in any other any other way yeah                                          
okay I've got a relationship with                                               
Kipling I've got a relationship with                                            
Jesus but again we wouldn't use that in                                         
India the terms other than that with                                            
Jesus thank you Scott appreciate your                                           
participation in a program Pastor Rick                                          
out in California as a pastor how do you                                        
deal with members leaving do you try to                                         
talk to them convince them to stay or                                           
just let them go I think too many people                                        
treat their church with little                                                  
seriousness well let me tell you let me                                         
tell you my journey a little bit in all                                         
of that and I have I've had the plenty                                          
of people leave the church you can                                              
imagine over the years of my ministry                                           
because I seem to be a little bit                                               
opinionated sometimes and it makes                                              
people mad and I've got a I've got a                                            
narrow theology which some people don't                                         
agree with and they leave now I want to                                         
start at the back end of your question                                          
you know it's actually a comment you                                            
said I think people treat the church                                            
with little seriousness I think that in                                         
and of itself ought to be addressed and                                         
probably ought to be addressed in a                                             
little different direction than I'm                                             
going to go here and so I'll put that up                                        



front that on a on a whole we ought to                                          
say do you have a commitment to the                                             
local church now                                                                
go back into a little bit of Baptist                                            
history this won't affect those of you                                          
who are not necessarily Baptist but                                             
Baptists across the board whether it's                                          
independent fundamentalist or Southern                                          
Baptist or you know general Association                                         
Baptist ourselves whatever it is                                                
Baptists have this thing of transferring                                        
your membership and typically what we                                           
call it is the promise of a letter and                                          
many of you know that originally before                                         
my lifetime actually but originally you                                         
had to have your letter and you would                                           
come and say I've got my letter it is                                           
from the Taos First Baptist Church and                                          
they are recommending me to membership                                          
in your church how did I get this letter                                        
well originally I would have gone to the                                        
Taos First Baptist Church I would have                                          
said I am a member of your church I am                                          
going to be moving to Kalamazoo and I                                           
would like to join a church there would                                         
you give me a letter of recommendation                                          
and the church would discuss that and                                           
the church someone in the church would                                          
say I make a motion that we give dr.                                            
Wyatt a letter of recommendation and                                            
they then would do that under the                                               
authority of the church now I think                                             
there was actually something healthy                                            
there because that said I am going to                                           
have to stand before that congregation                                          
look them in the whites of the eyes and                                         
say I'm leaving going to this other                                             
church that especially would deal with a                                        
lot of problems in the church that are                                          
just swept under the rug they're not                                            
dealt with and you know if I'm let's                                            
just suppose I'm moving to a church                                             
across town and I go say I'd like a                                             
letter of recommendation to this church                                         
across town well why do you want that                                           
letter of recommendation well because                                           
the the music here is lousy and nobody                                          
cleans the carpets and the preacher he                                          
never invited me to lunch and and all                                           
these kind of and that church then would                                        
say guess what we don't want to give you                                        
a                                                                               
of recommendation and now I'd have to go                                        
to that other church and say Here I am                                          
to join your church I am God's gift to                                          
your church they'd say well what's your                                         
former church have to say about that                                            
well they said they wouldn't give me a                                          
letter of recommendation the other                                              
church says well why do what we want you                                        
huh                                                                             
move on and that in and of itself that                                          



membership process showed that there was                                        
some some some reality to membership now                                        
Baptists got caught up in the church                                            
growth movement and that was not cool                                           
anymore and everybody wanted to get all                                         
those members from that other church                                            
anyway and so they said promise of a                                            
letter and now honestly it's at best a                                          
postcard really it's just a a an email                                          
that says you know Randy has joined our                                         
church you can remove him from your                                             
roles and maybe the church the the host                                         
Church the original Church maybe they                                           
will vote on it but it's a perfunctory                                          
vote it'll just say Randy move churches                                         
all in favor of removing his name from                                          
the rolls let it be known by saying aye                                         
that's all that's left to it so it is a                                         
skeleton of something that used to be a                                         
workable program now I say all of that                                          
to come down and say there's nobody who                                         
takes church membership seriously                                               
anymore and some churches if you're from                                        
a Bible Church background of some of the                                        
other churches they don't even have                                             
membership but I I do think that if                                             
you're going to have membership there's                                         
some reason to take it seriously I don't                                        
know how to get the church back there                                           
now that being the case let me just say                                         
to you that I'm gonna shift gears a                                             
little bit some member wants to leave                                           
move off to another Church I got some                                           
advice a long time ago from a mentor of                                         
mine who really was talking more in                                             
church staff situations but I've applied                                        
it in a number of ways and it's been                                            
practical advice that has worked out                                            
well for me                                                                     
if nothing else and that way his advice                                         
was this he said Randy never turned down                                        
a resignation well a couple of times I                                          
turned down a resignation and every time                                        
I was sorry that I later I was sorry I                                          
turned down that resignation and I just                                         
came to the point of saying look if                                             
you're gonna resign I'm going to take it                                        
because there's something going on back                                         
there that if I don't take it if I beg                                          
you to stay it's just gonna cause me to                                         
lose my hair and so I learned to take                                           
resignations now when it comes then to                                          
members leaving honestly for better or                                          
for worse I let them go I say it's                                              
easier for them to go now than for me to                                        
have some big old massive headache in                                           
the future and and and I'm not gonna try                                        
to chase him down there's there's been                                          
some times in my ministry in which there                                        
was you know maybe a fair number people                                         
disgruntled with something in the church                                        
and so a fair number of people were                                             



leaving and someone would always suggest                                        
well you know why don't we schedule some                                        
meetings and go talk to these people                                            
about why they're living leaving you                                            
know pastor you need to go visit with                                           
them about why they're leaving                                                  
and ninety-nine percent of the time I                                           
would say I can tell you why they're                                            
leaving and now all of that said that I                                         
know I'm speaking a little bit with                                             
forked tongue here I think that church                                          
membership if you're going to have it                                           
ought to really mean something but I                                            
think what that means is that when you                                          
know Laurie comes and says I'm leaving I                                        
don't see it as my responsibility to                                            
chase her down and say no no you gotta                                          
wait you can't leave I'm gonna say have                                         
at it but if the church the local church                                        
really is going to take membership                                              
seriously then they ought to say to                                             
Laurie or Greg or Jeff or                                                       
or a Rick or whoever it is when they                                            
come in say hey we take membership                                              
seriously that means when you leave you                                         
do have to come we voted on you to come                                         
in we're gonna vote on you to go out and                                        
you're going to have to look us in the                                          
eye and tell us why you're going if that                                        
was the case in the church then the                                             
church membership would deal with                                               
problems that probably should be dealt                                          
with and and at least should be                                                 
discussed                                                                       
another thing it would do is sorry to                                           
pick on Lori here but it would say to                                           
Lori hey before I leave I better have a                                         
good reason because I really am gonna                                           
have to stand before the church and tell                                        
them my reason and so if my reason is I                                         
don't like the music and they don't                                             
clean the carpets then the there they're                                        
probably gonna say hey lady there's a                                           
carpet cleaner right over there go at it                                        
and she's like oh well my goodness they                                         
might want me to do it that way and and                                         
and and and those petty things they're                                          
gonna say I don't want to bring that up                                         
I'm but if it's a real thing a                                                  
theological thing a moral issue or                                              
whatever financial issue then I will                                            
understand before the congregation bring                                        
it up so I I don't tend to try to                                               
convince leaving members to stay I                                              
usually do want to know why they're                                             
leaving but you know again 9 out of 10                                          
times at least I already know why                                               
they're leaving today and I wouldn't                                            
have done this a few years ago but today                                        
I communicate to the congregation why                                           
they're leaving and had one several                                             
years ago left the church just you know                                         



wrote me a three-page letter about                                              
leaving turns out you know he's                                                 
Calvinist I'm not Calvinist that's never                                        
gonna work together so because I'm such                                         
a heretic not being a Calvinist he's                                            
leaving the church well I just made the                                         
letter available said here it is this is                                        
why Bubba's left and you can read about                                         
it in doing that in communicating that                                          
it takes out all of the politics to it                                          
if you will                                                                     
and I think there's a there's good                                              
reason to get all that stuff out of the                                         
church thank you and let's look at let's                                        
see Mike I think it's Mike on Facebook                                          
why does all the modern translations say                                        
being saved while the King James Version                                        
says are saved in 1st Corinthians                                               
chapter 1 verse 18 let's check that out                                         
and the scripture for the preaching of                                          
the Cross is for them that perish                                               
foolishness but unto us which are saved                                         
it is the power of God now let's look                                           
first of all we've got the Newberry                                             
interlinear which is the Textus Receptus                                        
they've gone with are being saved that                                          
doesn't that doesn't it's not the                                               
definitive word here the same with                                              
Youngs literal those end to us those                                            
being saved it is the power of God now                                          
the reason I think I can tell you the                                           
reason on both if we look at this it is                                         
a present passive participle present                                            
passive participle participle x' in                                             
english typically are ing word and in                                           
trying to translate that into ing most                                          
of the modern translations i'm gonna                                            
take your word at it it looks like it at                                        
least we have this and young's most of                                          
the modern tration                                                              
translations again are going to to go                                           
with this being saved it is the passive                                         
are being saved we're not saving                                                
ourselves we are being saved now why                                            
didn't the King James go with that first                                        
of all let's pull this up and let's see                                         
if we are able to take this particular                                          
word Sousa is the word in the present                                           
passive participle                                                              
twice it is used in that form the second                                        
is second Corinthians chapter 2 verse 15                                        
them that are saved and them that perish                                        
let's look at the New King James those                                          
who are being saved is also what New                                            
King James went with in that second                                             
passage let's back up again to those                                            
which are saved new King James says                                             
those who are being saved it is the                                             
power of God                                                                    
now King James in both of the both of                                           
the instances chose to not make it into                                         
the participle I'm not sure that I would                                        



fault them on this and the reason I                                             
wouldn't fault them on this is because                                          
that particular phrase into Greek along                                         
with the theology of that how do you                                            
communicate that into English so the                                            
first rule of thumb would be if it's a                                          
participle in Greek make it a participle                                        
in English however a translators job is                                         
not to transliterate a translators job                                          
is to communicate exactly what it was                                           
saying and to try to do that                                                    
word-for-word                                                                   
but you take this issue are being saved                                         
how in the world do you communicate what                                        
the Greek I think overall is                                                    
communicating here and what the Greek                                           
has as a matter of fact is we have it in                                        
English as well parallelism and that is                                         
if you start with one form of grammar                                           
you've got a complete with one form of                                          
grammar well if we look at here look                                            
right here                                                                      
to those that are perishing it's a it's                                         
a part of simple right here those that                                          
are perishing those that are being                                              
saved and so they they took them that                                           
perish and them which are saved so their                                        
their caring now they could have said                                           
those that are perishing and those that                                         
are being saved but we know that                                                
salvation is a gift which is not given                                          
in partiality so what fits for Greek                                            
doesn't really fit for English New King                                         
James did come those who are perishing                                          
those who are being saved                                                       
now there's the sense in which we can                                           
look at it and we can say we haven't                                            
perished yet so there are those who are                                         
perishing and there is also a sense in                                          
which we have not experienced the full                                          
blessings of our salvation however I                                            
think the King James translators came                                           
along and said well wait a minute though                                        
does that mean there's the possibility                                          
that we won't get the full gift they                                            
said no that's impossible that would                                            
that would conflict with other                                                  
scriptures so how do we communicate this                                        
in the English language we communicate                                          
that by saying are saved sometimes I've                                         
heard theologians say I am saved                                                
I am being saved and I will be saved                                            
because there is a present a present                                            
fact or even a past past fact we can say                                        
I was saved I was saved when I was 6                                            
years old I'm being saved now that I'm                                          
54 years old and I will be saved at some                                        
point out there in the future so it's                                           
all encompassing there as you look at                                           
the totality of Scripture so I think                                            
actually the King James though here they                                        
did not use the participle I think they                                         



had good reason not to use the                                                  
participle because the participle                                               
actually would not have carried out now                                         
had they used the participle on perish                                          
but not unsaved then I would have say                                           
okay this doesn't look like a                                                   
consistency to me I think they took that                                        
Greek parallelism in the in the language                                        
that was given there                                                            
and they carried that over and tried to                                         
communicate that best in English and I'm                                        
not sure that even the New King James                                           
here those that are being saved IIIi                                            
don't think that communicates what Paul                                         
Mints say in first grade what Paul did                                          
say in first Corinthians and I don't                                            
think it communicates with the gospel                                           
that we know to be true and we might say                                        
to someone would you like to be saved we                                        
never say to someone would you like to                                          
begin the process of salvation and if we                                        
say those who are being saved we're                                             
communicating you're beginning the                                              
process of salvation now in the                                                 
integritas they're a process of                                                 
salvation in a sense there's a process                                          
of receiving my salvation but but but                                           
not a process in which I achieve                                                
salvation salvation from beginning to                                           
the end is by grace through faith not of                                        
works and even this you know it's in the                                        
passive tense                                                                   
so I'm passively being saved well I                                             
guess that's that that's true you know                                          
someday I'm going to be not by faith but                                        
by sight                                                                        
so I'm not to sight yet so I am being                                           
saved no doubt about it that's true in                                          
that aspect but it's not the kind of                                            
language that we would use and so King                                          
James I think avoids that conflict of                                           
trying to get into a conversation that                                          
really bypasses that which Paul is                                              
attempting to say appreciate that on                                            
Vimeo we have from lMC how's that                                               
Hebrews chapter 9 verse 7 I I'm not sure                                        
I fully understand the question is a                                            
little bit of question comment so I'm                                           
going to put this together here and if I                                        
if I steer off the wrong direction you                                          
cover me says Hebrews 9 7 our daughter                                          
shared some                                                                     
one's Facebook message references                                               
referencing Kobe Bryant with this verse                                         
and how we all need to be ready should                                          
or how should I respond she's married                                           
husband is a Bodhi baucom fan things are                                        
tense anyway but I'm sick in the pit of                                         
my stomach now VOD baucom is a preacher                                         
out of the Houston area that is pretty                                          
has some good things to say about family                                        
and family life and a little bit about                                          



society and some family related societal                                        
issues but voting Baucom is very much                                           
reformed theologian not just Calvinists                                         
he has reformed through and through                                             
almost an old-time Puritan kind of kind                                         
of reformed theology he's the poster                                            
child of conservative family based                                              
Calvinist Reformed churches if you will                                         
and therefore not someone I would                                               
recommend even though again he does he's                                        
got some very good things to say about                                          
family about marriage about you know the                                        
identity of marriage and about genders                                          
and all those kind of things he's right                                         
on board they're not a problem with that                                        
at all but his reformed theology I think                                        
gets rather confusing now on the issue                                          
here of Hebrews chapter 9 verse seven                                           
and Kobe Bryant but unto the second went                                        
to high priest alone once every year not                                        
without blood which he offered for                                              
himself and for the errors of the people                                        
I I would have to see that original                                             
Facebook post because this is where I                                           
don't know how you would relate Hebrews                                         
nine seven to the death of Kobe Bryant                                          
unless and I'm just trying to piece some                                        
things together here so again pardon me                                         
if I get this wrong but if you're a                                             
voting baucom or at in reformed theology                                        
and you have this idea of                                                       
really kind of a covenant people and you                                        
have mixed the Old Testament priesthood                                         
which is in discussion here and you have                                        
mixed that in with Christianity and                                             
you're somehow putting all this together                                        
and I understand on Sunday morning Kobe                                         
Bryant went to his I assume it was a                                            
Catholic Church because it talked about                                         
the priests and receiving the communion                                         
that could have been Episcopalian or                                            
something like that but I'm gonna assume                                        
Catholic here or someone correct me if                                          
I'm wrong here and you know maybe                                               
somehow that's being connected with the                                         
the blood and was offered for the errors                                        
of the people and maybe they're trying                                          
to say Kobe was saved and we all need to                                        
be ready                                                                        
I don't know again I'm probably making                                          
stuff up here and getting away from them                                        
from the original issue there but I                                             
wouldn't connect Hebrews 9 7 to Kobe                                            
Bryant or or anyone today in their                                              
salvation he's talking about the Old                                            
Covenant and the things in which how                                            
things took place in the Old Covenant                                           
and the book of Hebrews is about how                                            
we're not under the Old Covenant anymore                                        
that doesn't work and the New Covenant                                          
is yet to come so what in the world are                                         
we going to do now if you want to say we                                        



all need to be ready yeah we do all need                                        
to be ready no doubt about that and I                                           
you know with the respect to the Bryant                                         
family and fans we knew that before Kobe                                        
Bryant died that we all need to be ready                                        
plenty of examples that are given for                                           
for that and through that so if if you                                          
got more if I went the wrong direction                                          
on that appreciate you setting me                                               
straight here you can put another                                               
comment in and we'll watch those Fred                                           
back in Tulsa right I am confused want                                          
me to join us Fred says I'm confused my                                         
old Baptist preacher told me I was just                                         
a sinner saved by grace and a child of                                          
the king was he truthful with me or                                             
blowing smoke on me going back to our                                           
earlier comments about being saved of                                           
some of these other things that we've                                           
discussed today in a relationship with                                          
Jesus Christ I am                                                               
sinner saved by grace very true if if                                           
you're saved by grace you are a sinful                                          
person that was saved by grace no doubt                                         
about it a child of the king                                                    
you know we sing that all the time and                                          
we talk about all the time and that's                                           
that's probably where this relationship                                         
idea comes in you know I'm a child of                                           
the king a child of the king                                                    
and you know there's there's some                                               
references we would have to carry this                                          
out and see there's some references that                                        
talk about being sons of God I I think                                          
now don't take my word on this because I                                        
have not done the study I think if you                                          
took those references to sons of God                                            
those probably are more related to the                                          
nation of Israel                                                                
we are the church you know the church                                           
gets so mixed up we're we're the body of                                        
Christ we're the Bride of Christ where                                          
the sons of God well that's some weird                                          
kind of relationship going on to be all                                         
three of those right and the problem the                                        
reason that's weird how are we the body                                         
of Christ the Bride of Christ and the                                           
sons of God which means we're the                                               
brother of Christ that the that's it's                                          
illegal is what it is and it it                                                 
unfortunately in evangelicalism hasn't                                          
been a problem that that's not                                                  
consistent and the reason it hasn't been                                        
a problem is because we don't precisely                                         
study the Word of God and so we just                                            
don't preach about being the about                                              
Christ being our brother and Christ                                             
being our bride in the same time because                                        
it's weird enough for a brother and a                                           
sister to get married but for a brother                                         
and a brother to get married is uber                                            
weird right so we just don't talk about                                         



those on the same Sunday and everybody's                                        
okay with it because we don't get that                                          
precise now those of us on this program                                         
of course we question the assumptions we                                        
think of all sorts of little things and                                         
how many angels can fit on the head of a                                        
pen                                                                             
some important things like this and we                                          
do ask these very precise questions I                                           
think that leads us then to say things                                          
like unrelated but who's a saint or the                                         
sons of God who are the sons of God are                                         
they Israel are they anybody who are                                            
they are they all believers and if                                              
they're the sons of God well then who is                                        
the Bride of Christ and we begin to                                             
separate these out just a little bit                                            
more and I think in doing so we then                                            
come in to kind of the uncomfortable                                            
position to say wait my old Baptist                                             
preacher wasn't exactly saying that                                             
right and that then leads me to say my                                          
old Baptist preacher whom I loved he was                                        
actually a parrot he was parroting what                                         
he heard he heard it in a song he heard                                         
it from his old Baptist preacher who                                            
heard it from his old Baptist preacher                                          
who heard it from you know a book                                               
written by an old Baptist professor and                                         
it's just been parotid all along and                                            
none of us really ever stopped to                                               
question it once again as we said with                                          
Scots a question that was related at the                                        
begin of the program what would would I                                         
stop someone if you know said I'm a son                                         
of God or we're saying you know children                                        
of the Living God or were we're talking                                         
about relationship I probably wouldn't                                          
stop it I know exactly what they're                                             
there meaning what they're saying but it                                        
would be interesting some time to go in                                         
and do an actual study on this and and                                          
honestly let me just say and see if I'm                                         
right because I haven't done a study on                                         
who's called the sons of God in the                                             
scripture the sons or the daughters of                                          
God in the scripture but I just think                                           
that probably we would get we would find                                        
out that you know I'm a child of the                                            
King might not come out quite as with                                           
quite as much clarity as we have and let                                        
me see as we have in our our theology                                           
anyway here                                                                     
let's see 12 Bible verses about being a                                         
child of God let's see what just comes                                          
up here we have John chapter 1 verse 12                                         
this is this always catches me a little                                         
bit ESV NIV NLT the first three they got                                        
three different versions what's up with                                         
that - trying to look for something that                                        
goes your way but to all who received                                           
him and believed in his name he gave the                                        



right to become the children of God okay                                        
say well see their you know his own                                             
received not but as many as did receive                                         
him to them gave he the right to become                                         
the children of God but is that talking                                         
about us the church or is that talking                                          
about the nation of Israel to come back                                         
tomorrow night for our Wednesday night                                          
Bible study and maybe we'll get to verse                                        
12 and we'll look at that but I think                                           
that the Gospel of John is written - and                                        
for Jewish people I think that it's                                             
going to lean towards as many as of the                                         
Jewish people who did not reject him to                                         
them gave he the right to become the                                            
children of God                                                                 
Galatians 3:26 so in Christ Jesus you                                           
are all children of God through faith                                           
okay that one might Lind there if I                                             
assume and he's quoting from the NIV so                                         
it's a little hard for me to tell but I                                         
assume he's talking about the Galatians                                         
and says Galatians you are children of                                          
God                                                                             
again if anything that would argue                                              
against being the Bride of Christ Romans                                        
8:15 so you have not received a spirit                                          
that makes you fearful slaves instead                                           
you have received God's Spirit wherein                                          
he adopted us as his own children there                                         
that's really not being about about                                             
being a child of God as we use it that                                          
adoption as a child is to the Jewish                                            
people in the context of Romans 8 is                                            
there as well got a couple other Romans                                         
passages first John passage which                                               
probably is going to be related to                                              
to Judaism second Corinthians 6:18 and I                                        
will be your father and you will be my                                          
sons and daughter says the Lord Almighty                                        
now the interesting thing about that and                                        
why again they went with NLT I am almost                                        
sure second Corinthians 6:18 let's check                                        
this out                                                                        
I am almost sure that is a quote from                                           
the Old Testament that we have here                                             
let's just pull up Bullinger and second                                         
Corinthians chapter 6 verse 18 says the                                         
Lord Almighty okay it's sudden doesn't                                          
appear to be a direct quote here let me                                         
see what a new American Standard does                                           
with verse okay that's what I thought it                                        
according to new American Standard                                              
anyway it is a quote from the Old                                               
Testament and it's giving several                                               
passages here which probably means it's                                         
a pretty loose quote we think it's a                                            
quote but that that that says the Lord                                          
Almighty that's an Old Testament phrase                                         
that tells me this is a quote that's                                            
coming in there so again I think what                                           
you're going to do is you're going to                                           



say okay here are as the website says                                           
these twelve verses about being a child                                         
of God but if you go through those                                              
twelve verses you find out I'm not sure                                         
that's really for us and you'd have to                                          
take a look at them but but worthy of                                           
study because that Galatians passage in                                         
there in that Galatians passage if it's                                         
talking about the Galatians might might                                         
be there appreciates that's comment Fred                                        
welcome back home up in Washington State                                        
oh that's a comment but thanks for the                                          
nice comment that you have given                                                
appreciate that Scott is there is the                                           
story of dr. White's leaving Texas                                              
moving to Taos to be found somewhere on                                         
Randy white ministries I believe it is                                          
and                                                                             
see if I can find it here yes so I went                                         
to DuckDuckGo and put Randy white                                               
resigns Katie and the first one to come                                         
up right there was a an article that is                                         
yes right there is the short story                                              
anyway                                                                          
that is given there and I believe also                                          
you can back up just a page or so and                                           
there is Katie pastor steps down from                                           
preaching turns to publishing well I                                            
don't know if the heading was exactly                                           
the right but there I am in the KDE                                             
Church and the article that was in the                                          
Houston Chronicle I believe that was on                                         
in September of 2015 so yeah it's on                                            
there just look for Randy white resigns                                         
Katie and I think you'll find those                                             
appreciate that and that's been four and                                        
a half years now and four and a half                                            
years since I stepped down from                                                 
preaching and preached I don't know                                             
maybe a thousand sermons since then but                                         
it has been a fun four and a half years                                         
and by the way let me say a four and a                                          
half years that I could not have done                                           
without those of you who pushed the                                             
donate button from time to time and I so                                        
appreciate that and speaking of                                                 
publishing this is our special for this                                         
week is this Christian guide to Kipling                                         
by Dylan Graham a grin a fellow Towson                                          
yo and I wrote this along with him he                                           
did some of it I did some of it and                                             
Kipling did some of it and the special                                          
is if you buy this book you get what do                                         
you get you get my two little wide                                              
booklets why I am a fundamentalist and                                          
you should be too and why I am a                                                
pre-tribulational premillennialists and                                         
you should be too and you can find that                                         
at dispensational publishing buy one get                                        
one                                                                             
get two books free click right on that                                          
and you'll go there it's $14.99 and you                                         



will automatically get all three of them                                        
you don't even need a coupon code so                                            
that's some of the publishing I have                                            
done in those these four and a half                                             
years                                                                           
let's see Kim has a question on YouTube                                         
I heard a pastor referred to the Didache                                        
a what role has it played in the                                                
development of early doctrine with                                              
liturgies and rituals and early drifting                                        
away from sound biblical doctrine the                                           
good definition let's just go to                                                
Wikipedia may or may not be a good                                              
definition for those of you who are a                                           
little uncertain what it is did ik a                                            
also known as the Lord's teaching                                               
through the Twelve Apostles to the                                              
nation's is a brief anonymous early                                             
Christian treatise written in Koine                                             
Greek dated by most modern scholars to                                          
the first century the first line is the                                         
teaching of the Lord to the Gentiles by                                         
the Twelve Apostles that ought to tell                                          
us that you're exactly right                                                    
keya that it has played a role in the                                           
development of early church liturgies                                           
and ritual and was an early drifting                                            
away so again catch that the first line                                         
the teaching of the Lord to the Gentiles                                        
by the Twelve Apostles well the Lord                                            
didn't teach anything to the Gentiles by                                        
the Twelve Apostles                                                             
so this anonymous work called the decay                                         
I think immediately jumps off here and                                          
makes a it gets on the wrong track to                                           
begin with and we all know where that                                           
ends now if we go on the text part parts                                        
which constitute the oldest excellent                                           
written catechism has three main                                                
sections dealing with the Christian                                             
ethics rituals such as baptism and the                                          
Eucharist and church organization and                                           
goes on to speak about all of this                                              
basically it's the beginnings of                                                
Catholic doctrine and if it was first                                           
century if that's a very big if if it                                           
was first century then we know one thing                                        
about it the church of the first century                                        
rejected it we know that because other                                          
first century writings they accepted as                                         
Scripture they did not accept the decay                                         
as Scripture that means they rejected                                           
that writing as Scripture now I happen                                          
to think probably it's more second                                              
century no doubt about it that it's old                                         
but I think we're getting into things                                           
like the early church fathers so-called                                         
and that by then you've already got some                                        
error that has crept its way into the                                           
church which shouldn't be surprising                                            
shouldn't be surprising because in the                                          
book of Galatians                                                               



you've got error that had crept into the                                        
church in the book of 1st Corinthians                                           
those are early books you've got error                                          
that has crept into the church so it's                                          
no surprise if it can happen in say 50                                          
ad with the Galatians then it can happen                                        
in a hundred AD with somebody else or                                           
125 or 150 AD in these documents and so                                         
the dedicate might be interesting                                               
historical reading but it would the best                                        
thing to use with it would be to find                                           
out where the early church went away to                                         
use the decay is some sort of a                                                 
foundation for our church life today is                                         
no more valid than using the Westminster                                        
catechism or the Westminster Creed as                                           
the foundational document of our church                                         
today I have got a foundational document                                        
of what I need all I got to do is                                               
rightly divide it and I haven't even                                            
figured out this one totally so why in                                          
the world                                                                       
I want to go with the dedication the                                            
church fathers and the Westminster                                              
catechism and all these kind of other                                           
things that typically either Catholics                                          
or Protestants or reformed theology get                                         
into and say oh you know we've decay                                            
says and therefore or in more                                                   
evangelicalism it is you know John                                              
MacArthur said and therefore or Charles                                         
Spurgeon said and therefore I don't even                                        
want you to go with Randy White said and                                        
therefore I want you to always question                                         
the assumptions and use the Word of God                                         
so that you know when the pastor refers                                         
to the decay maybe like I referred                                              
sometimes to if I refer to a commentary                                         
it's almost always to tell you some bad                                         
teaching that came but I'll refer some                                          
times for example to Josephus the the                                           
the Roman historian maybe even a                                                
Eusebius who had some of his theology                                           
wrong and he's a church historian or -                                          
you know I don't know The Book of Enoch                                         
or something like that that maybe has                                           
some interesting historical insight into                                        
the argument I'm trying to build so if                                          
he referred to it that way fine but my                                          
guess is most of them actually refer to                                         
it as a basis for what they believe and                                         
what they're doing and in that sense the                                        
decay is is of no more value than this                                          
letter I got here yesterday which wasn't                                        
even about any of that stuff but it was                                         
a good illustration it's um it's of no                                          
value to that somebody's opinion an old                                         
opinion okay that's interesting I like                                          
it I like old opinions you know go see                                          
what they said but you can subscribe to                                         
old newspapers you know and get them all                                        
the way back into the 17 1800 s it's                                            



interesting you can you can refer to                                            
them and they're just a reference to old                                        
opinions is what they are and I think it                                        
did wasn't early drifting away from                                             
sound biblical doctrine in all of that                                          
okay and                                                                        
that's probably why I couldn't quite put                                        
it together Lisa thank you the Kobe                                             
Bryant reference Hebrews 10 verse 25                                            
which might be different from 925 oops I                                        
think it's actually 927 excuse me I'll                                          
get it right here                                                               
Hebrews chapter 9 verse 27 ah it is                                             
appointed unto men once to die but after                                        
this the judgment okay that seems to                                            
relate a little more than the high                                              
priest going in and so that that in                                             
relation to a very well-known death it                                          
is appointed unto men once to die and                                           
after this the judgment so Christ was                                           
offered once to bear the sins of many it                                        
is I think important that we finished                                           
the sentence Christ was offered to bear                                         
the sins of many and unto them that                                             
looked to him shall he appear the second                                        
time you know in in the sense there's so                                        
much more than just that one sentence I                                         
think that again in its context I would                                         
say really that this is a reference to                                          
the completed work of Christ more than                                          
it is about death and we kind of make it                                        
about death now the the way this                                                
scripture is most often I think most                                            
often goes astray is the word                                                   
appointment there it is appointed unto                                          
men once to die and we give that word as                                        
as if it is a schedule on the clock that                                        
it you know Kobe Bryant was scheduled to                                        
die on the clock I don't think he was I                                         
think it was a you know some kind of                                            
helicopter malfunction or you know pilot                                        
error or you know weather condition or I                                        
don't know what the the cause of it was                                         
but I do not believe that God had an                                            
appointment book that said you know on                                          
Sunday the twenty what six                                                      
that Kobe Bryant at such a such time in                                         
the morning is scheduled to go down in a                                        
helicopter that would be a very vodi                                            
Baucom kind of of fatalistic worldview                                          
that comes from reformed theology now                                           
let me bring up my notes on the book of                                         
Hebrews the word a PO Kim I is a PO from                                        
and am I to be laid down we get the word                                        
cemetery from Kim I by the way the word                                         
does not so much give a connotation of a                                        
scheduled appointment but rather a                                              
destiny or a destination that is it is                                          
it it has been laid down that again                                             
let's bring that verse up here verse 27                                         
it has been from a laying down it's been                                        
set unto men wants to die that is is                                            



something that yes certainly from the                                           
time of Adam there it is true that we                                           
have a laying down of the fact that                                             
death is coming if you want to just take                                        
it in those those terms yeah we're we're                                        
going to die and we should be ready to                                          
die but because of the English word                                             
appointment they almost always go with                                          
you know this day this time and I don't                                         
think that this scripture or the other                                          
scriptures they typically quote refer to                                        
that let's see I believe this word is                                           
used a couple of the times in scripture                                         
on the right side of your screen first                                          
excuse me Colossians 1 5 for the Hope                                           
which is laid up for you in heaven that                                         
laid up right there is actually the same                                        
word and so it's laid up in heaven that                                         
you're going to die that this is this is                                        
what is now we know also that some will                                         
be alive and remain and so this has to                                          
taken in its context or part of the                                             
Bible is not true Paul said in second                                           
Timothy chapter 4 verse 8 henceforth                                            
there is laid up for me a crown of                                              
righteousness again that is the same                                            
word let me double check that ya Apple                                          
come on it's the exact same word so                                             
twice                                                                           
it is this laid up there's laid up a                                            
crown of righteousness there's there's                                          
laid up in heaven my hope this is                                               
something that says you're not going to                                         
get around this so if they were just                                            
saying look Kobe Bryant's death reminds                                         
me that all of us are headed in that                                            
direction and we ought to be prepared                                           
that's fine probably going beyond that                                          
now you know to to the earlier comment                                          
that Lisa had also and that is that you                                         
you know you've got in this that in the                                         
post there's a lot of theology behind                                           
that vote Ibaka man others that are that                                        
is back loaded in there and so then you                                         
get the question should or how do I                                             
respond you know let me tell you                                                
something that I've just recently done                                          
and I don't know that I'm going to stick                                        
with it so I'm not pledging any kind of                                         
life change here but about I don't know                                         
two weeks ago probably                                                          
I took the Facebook app off my phone and                                        
I took it off my phone because I said                                           
you know what I just I sit down take a                                          
breath and I go and look at that and end                                        
up 20 minutes later and I could have                                            
done something valuable with that time                                          
so I'm still on Facebook but now I have                                         
to go to the computer and it's just not                                         
quite as convenient so you may have                                             
noticed I'm not on Facebook quite as                                            
much it's just not quite as Comino let                                          



me just say too that there is a freedom                                         
in                                                                              
coming to the gift of scrolling moving                                          
on moving on to try to address all of                                           
those things in the social media                                                
platform the problem is especially when                                         
we're dealing with friends or family on                                         
Facebook is we address that and somebody                                        
else always picks up the battle on our                                          
friends behalf or our family members                                            
behalf and then we end up fighting them                                         
and they don't know us we don't know                                            
them that and it just turns into all                                            
this kind of stuff that isn't all that                                          
valuable so I think that probably our                                           
giftedness ought to be I'm going to                                             
scroll by and I'm going to make a little                                        
mental note that when I get an                                                  
opportunity I want to talk about whether                                        
or not it is scheduled for us to die at                                         
a day in an hour in a place and I want                                          
to have that conversation somewhere and                                         
so next time that I can have a verbal                                           
face-to-face conversation that probably                                         
is most often the time to do it now I am                                        
that's that that is not necessarily my                                          
spiritual gift either but that would be                                         
my advice in that okay and one or two                                           
more questions that we take today of                                            
course we got a little late late start                                          
Oh Cory says that one of the members                                            
left because of this is a different                                             
church this church decided to switch to                                         
full flowers instead of the real ones                                           
well I would have left that church too I                                        
mean that's important thing isn't it                                            
faux flowers who would think in a church                                        
let's go to 1st Corinthians 15:51 the                                           
one dandy dandy one on YouTube has asked                                        
my position I show you a mystery we                                             
shall not all sleep but we shall                                                
all be changed in a moment in a                                                 
twinkling of an eye at the last Trump                                           
the trumpet will sound of the dead in                                           
Christ shall be raised incorruptible and                                        
we shall be changed first of all I would                                        
recommend to get my full position on it                                         
which we won't go into today that you go                                        
to our website and look for first                                               
Corinthians verse by verse and that                                             
Randy white ministries just keep                                                
scrolling down till you find first                                              
Corinthians and it may be I'm a                                                 
different place in the screen depending                                         
on your screen width there find that and                                        
then look for the chapter 15 there's                                            
gonna be several in chapter 15 because                                          
it hangs over between sessions 38 and 39                                        
but if you click on those and look you                                          
can also go down to the bottom of the                                           
screen and begin to read some of what I                                         
have said right here that again is our                                          



first Corinthians study but let's look                                          
at just a couple of things here in this                                         
passage and let me tell you where I'm                                           
coming from I think that's a second                                             
coming scripture speaking about the                                             
nation of Israel and what's the issue                                           
here verse 50 I think his key flesh and                                         
blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God                                         
okay does the church inherit the kingdom                                        
of God no it doesn't the inheritance of                                         
the kingdom is about the nation of                                              
Israel so if that is correct now if                                             
that's not correct by the way than my                                           
argument that's my assumption so                                                
whatever argument I've built on that                                            
assumption if I'm incorrect in that                                             
assumption then the logic of the                                                
argument doesn't matter question the                                            
assumption so my assumption is that the                                         
inheritance of the kingdom of God has to                                        
do with the nation of Israel but he says                                        
flesh and blood                                                                 
cannot inherit the kingdom so how in the                                        
world is Israel anybody else for that                                           
matter how in the world is Israel going                                         
to inherit its kingdom well it tells us                                         
neither corruption inherit incorruption                                         
so here is a mystery there's more than                                          
one mystery in the Bible and here he is                                         
showing us the mystery not a mystery not                                        
the mystery that we know as the gospel                                          
but a mystery is we shall not all sleep                                         
now in the series on 1st Corinthians we                                         
follow the we through and see that the                                          
we are the Jewish people we shall not                                           
all sleep but we shall all be changed                                           
not all the Jews are going to die                                               
because some will be living at the                                              
second coming but they'll all be changed                                        
in a moment in the twinkling of an eye                                          
at the last Trump that is actually                                              
defined for us this is one of the                                               
problems of putting this as the as the                                          
the rapture is that I mentioned this I                                          
believe yesterday we take a passage                                             
that's not about the rapture we make it                                         
the rapture and then we get ourselves                                           
into a pickle and one of the pickles we                                         
get into here is that we make the                                               
rapture trumpet somehow to be the last                                          
trumpet and it's not the last trumpet                                           
and so at the last trumpet which is the                                         
second coming for the trumpet shall                                             
sound and the dead shall be raised                                              
incorruptible and we shall all be                                               
changed now this raising of the Dead is                                         
that first resurrection and they shall                                          
be raised incorruptible and they inherit                                        
the kingdom when the church is                                                  
resurrected they don't inherit the                                              
kingdom so I think this is discussing                                           
the resurrection chapter 15 as a                                                



resurrection chapter Christ as the                                              
firstfruits of the resurrection and then                                        
he goes out to tell you know the the                                            
rest of how this takes place and he's                                           
talking to the Jewish people about their                                        
things as a matter of fact I think first                                        
Korean                                                                          
yNN's aligns with say the book of                                               
Revelation so there's a brief overview                                          
of my position on first Corinthians                                             
chapter 15 verse 51 and 52 again let me                                         
say that that that is similar to the                                            
rapture but the key point those things                                          
which are not which are similar are not                                         
the same and so I can understand how we                                         
get you know the similarity here this is                                        
typically where we got yesterday we had                                         
a question from Nancy and this is where                                         
we get this idea of the the the                                                 
invisible rapture as it's often called                                          
that moment in the moment a twinkling of                                        
an eye and yet here it's not really                                             
talking about that so I can't tell you                                          
how quickly the rapture takes place                                             
through through that thank you                                                  
one dandy one I like your name and                                              
appreciate you being here ah Kim adds a                                         
little word about the dedicated                                                 
evangelical pastor I heard talk about                                           
the decay he said that it stated how                                            
they determined who was an apostle or                                           
not the function of the apostle not the                                         
foundation of the apostle                                                       
you know I think first of all let's                                             
assume first century again I don't think                                        
it's a safe assumption but let's assume                                         
first century and I think you're you're                                         
at the end or have closed out the                                               
Apostolic age anyway so that makes it                                           
suspicious to me that we're saying yeah                                         
I don't even know that any of this is                                           
right here Scott gives such a good                                              
comment here the problem is without                                             
rightly dividing the Bible it is                                                
confusing to say the least                                                      
I never got right dividing on my own and                                        
wasted a lot of years on false teachers                                         
and get got more and more confused yeah                                         
when you don't rightly divide the word                                          
it becomes this confusing kind of weird                                         
relationship of brother of Christ body                                          
of Christ Bride of Christ dude please                                           
don't talk about it all the same Sunday                                         
and rights dividing is what we need and                                         
I agree with Scott without right                                                
dividing I'm gonna skip two words you                                           
said there speaking about teachers but                                          
without right dividing most of us would                                         
be wandering around every which way and                                         
I think that most of us would say yeah                                          
actually that's where we've been there                                          
done that got the teacher that got the                                          



t-shirt including this teacher just                                             
wandering all over the place and I for                                          
the most part just top that probably                                            
preach the denominational sermons they                                          
don't send out a sermon saying this is                                          
what you should preach and teach but                                            
they have the message and you get it one                                        
way or another you know it's the the                                            
weekly packet that comes in the mail and                                        
sort of gives the agenda and you just                                           
pick up on that stuff and you pair it                                           
it's a lot easier than studying the                                             
Bible it just doesn't it doesn't work                                           
and thank you and let's close out with                                          
one question today one more question                                            
today from the Dan one dandy one dandy                                          
dandy one once again and let's see if I                                         
can give you yes if you will go to                                              
DuckDuckGo and put Randy white repent                                           
that's what a lot of people would like                                          
him to do Randy white repent you get                                            
this article what does repent mean and                                          
repenting of our use of repentance and                                          
that articles got them several places                                           
and then you're gonna get into some                                             
other things that go down here by the                                           
way just to remind you Paula white and                                          
Randy white is a totally different Randy                                        
white pastor mega church pastor paula                                           
white marries third husband that's                                              
that's all a whole different world out                                          
there so just be careful which Randy                                            
white you dabble with but I have written                                        
a couple articles at least a couple                                             
articles                                                                        
on that on what does repent mean and                                            
repenting of our use of repentance I                                            
think we have misused that I think that                                         
the question here is do we have to                                              
repent to be saved I would say that is                                          
in and of itself a work and therefore                                           
not allowed into salvation we can't                                             
bring anything to the table other than                                          
faith alone not faith that builds works                                         
into it but simply faith alone and so if                                        
you say like most evangelicals and                                              
definitely the Calvinist would if you                                           
say we have to repent to be saved I'm                                           
going to say repent of what and this is                                         
where it's all going to fall apart and                                          
especially because I'm gonna be kind of                                         
a stickler on this one do we have to                                            
repent of gluttony do we have to repent                                         
of tobacco use do we have to repent of                                          
gossip let's say let's pick tobacco use                                         
I don't use tobacco so that's a good one                                        
to talk about because I can talk about                                          
someone else if we had to repent of                                             
tobacco use is it that we can we cannot                                         
chew tobacco or is it the smoking of                                            
tobacco or is it the growing of tobacco                                         
or is it the selling of tobacco maybe                                           



I'm a you know I Drive the truck that                                           
delivers the tobacco so that other                                              
people can chew and smoke the tobacco                                           
where where is it that I have to repent                                         
and let's assume that I am a smoker and                                         
a chewer of tobacco can I be saved as a                                         
smoker and a chew of tobacco you know                                           
body is the temple of the holy ghost                                            
I've heard all those arguments Missy                                            
used but and you know putting all that                                          
black smoke in the temple my goodness                                           
can I be saved if I have not thrown out                                         
the cigarettes I would say yes you can                                          
and you you you pick the the sins in                                            
there so you have to repent of them how                                         
long do you have to have repented of                                            
them how do you express the repentance                                          
of it and again are there any sins that                                         
you can't that can still be problematic                                         
for you in your life or do you have to                                          
repent of absolutely every sin that you                                         
still kind of habitually commit not ever                                        
sin you have committed before will ask                                          
forgiveness with us but you kind of                                             
still habitually commit those sins do                                           
you have to do you have to repent of                                            
every one of those sins and what if you                                         
forget one of those what if you you know                                        
and it's not till after lunch that you                                          
remember that you know that you had made                                        
a commitment to not eat quite like you                                          
just ate yeah I think that it obviously                                         
becomes a work and obviously becomes                                            
such a challenging issue through there                                          
that what what we have is no there come                                         
cigars do we have to repent of cigars I                                         
mean that's a gentlemanly way of using                                          
tobacco right does that have to or pipe                                         
can you use a pipe can you vape and you                                         
know obviously it gets into all sorts of                                        
oddities that come in there but I think                                         
that we come and we recognize that                                              
salvation has been made complete by God                                         
in Christ Jesus and we receive it                                               
receiving that then hopefully somebody                                          
begins to take us through the Word of                                           
God rightly divided and we begin to say                                         
I had no idea what I received what a                                            
blessing this is and I III wouldn't                                             
learn                                                                           
or about it I want to grow in that and I                                        
think this is what people begin to do                                           
through this greg philip morris for five                                        
years you worked as a salesman for                                              
philip morris somebody over in North                                            
Carolina please witness - Greg yes we                                           
speak obviously with a little humor                                             
there                                                                           
and ah nicotine for pain relief you see                                         
there there can you do that or is                                               
nicotine just the devil's we'd let you                                          
know or tobacco is it the devil's weed                                          



what is it so I think I think the                                               
argument breaks down as they say                                                
sometimes the Devils in the details and                                         
are we saying                                                                   
by removing repentance as a requirement                                         
of salvation are we saying that you can                                         
sin so that grace may abound heaven                                             
forbid you know other places and                                                
scripture says that that's not a safe                                           
that's not appropriate and so we move                                           
away from that well we are off schedule                                         
on this Tuesday morning is I got a late                                         
start due to a meeting that I was                                               
required to attend and so sorry about                                           
that but I have enjoyed the time of                                             
being with you today tomorrow will be                                           
the back on schedule it'll be Wednesday                                         
will be 10:00 a.m. mountain time and                                            
then 6:15 p.m. we will be studying the                                          
Gospel of John I look forward to that                                           
once again at dispensational publishing                                         
the special this week a Christians guide                                        
to Kipling and you order that for $14.99                                        
and you get these two books free and                                            
that is why I'm a fundamentalist and you                                        
should be too and why I'm a                                                     
pre-tribulational premillennialists and                                         
you should be too all these are in stock                                        
and we get them right out and by the way                                        
even if you're not interested in reading                                        
too much Kipling one of the things that                                         
you ought to read in here is the article                                        
that I wrote called poetry the supreme                                          
art and I argue why Christians should                                           
read poetry and what I argue is that                                            
reading poetry makes you a better                                               
student of the word and so check that                                           
out poetry the supreme art and                                                  
then so many good most of these poems in                                        
here one or two pages long and then we                                          
give a little very short kind of guide                                          
that helps you take that in a Christian                                         
worldview and what's that what is that                                          
but this is the kind of book you can                                            
just sit aside and you know when you're                                         
smoking your cigar and feeling like a                                           
gentleman you should have a poetry book                                         
there as well and read a woefully                                               
inadequate selection of the works of                                            
Rudyard Kipling or that get those other                                         
two books absolutely free shipped out to                                        
you the day you order them they are in                                          
stock and ready to go it's been a                                               
pleasure being with you look forward to                                         
tomorrow and the website is Randy white                                         
ministries dot RG or dispensational                                             
publishing com for those books till next                                        
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


